PLANNING FOR POST-PANDEMIC VENUE SAFETY AND SECURITY

Now that many stadiums, arenas, concert halls, and convention centers are reopening and welcoming crowds back in for events, safety and security is once again a paramount concern for the security leaders in charge of safeguarding these spaces, patrons, and workers.

In a new podcast from the Natural Disaster & Emergency Management (NDEM) Expo, host Todd DeVoe and James DeMeo discuss the evolving..
SCALING WITH GROWTH: GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR ACCESS CONTROL INVESTMENT
SPONSORED BY: RS2 TECHNOLOGIES

Jumping into the world of business is not for the faint of heart. In addition to managing employees, overseeing finances, and creating a sustainable business plan, there are many other important considerations to be aware of, such as ensuring the comprehensive protection of the people and assets inside the facility. Entrepreneurs are responsible.

CONTINUE READING

ETHERNET: FIBER OPTIC, WIRELESS, OR EXTENDED DISTANCE COPPER — HOW TO EXTEND DISTANCES OVER YOUR NETWORK?
SPONSORED BY: COMNET

Extending IP transmission distances are a major consideration in any network. ComNet offers three types of media converters: fiber optic, extended distance over COAX/CAT, and wireless. Since they all transmit Ethernet, they are all converting from a standard network cable, which has a limitation of 100 meters.

A fiber optic media converter converts...

CONTINUE READING

Other Trending Industry Articles

- GOVERNMENT AGENCIES TO EXPAND USE OF FACIAL RECOGNITION
- DHS URGES VIGILANCE BEFORE 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF 9/11
- MOST COMPANIES EXPECT A DATA BREACH IN THE NEXT YEAR
- RESEARCH FINDS TROUBLING SECURITY FLAWS IN CONNECTED DEVICES
- TSA TO TEST DRONE TECHNOLOGY AT MIAMI INTERNATIONAL
Upcoming ISC News Webinar

LOOKING TO ADD MORE COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTS & RMR FROM ACCESS CONTROL & SECURITY, FASTER & EASIER THAN EVER BEFORE?

SPONSORED BY:

AirAccess

Tuesday, September 14, 2021  2:00 PM ET

Join Andy Phelps & Peter Lowenstein as they walk through how easy it is to set up a cellular, cloud-based system, and network any combination of wireless locks and Weigand Reader controlled doors, with minimal equipment costs.

Topics Include:

- Ease of Cellular Communications: Makes the system connections for you
- Advantages of Cloud-Based Software & Five Step Wizard - Little to no Tech Training for you. No licenses, no upgrades, always the latest & greatest for them
- Easier bidding of systems - Single Flat-Rate Plans
- Selling Accounts on the Beauty of a Hosted System - No big hardware investment or upkeep
SPEAKERS:

ANDY PHELPS, CRL, CAI
National Training Manager
Alarm Lock & Marks USA

PETER LOWENSTEIN
Vice President Sales
Alarm Lock

SAVE YOUR SEAT
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